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the plaintiff
Insofar as
as the
not
Australian
the Australian
within the
prevents communication
communication within
purpose because
because itit prevents
not aa legitimate
legitimate purpose

political
actors (PS[45]),
foreign actors
positions favourable
to foreign
policy positions
favourable to
political system
of advancing
advancing policy
system of
that
law
of the
the law
purpose and
the effect
effect of
and the
the purpose
rejected. ItIt elides
elides the
be rejected.
should be
that argument
argument should

(cf
Brown at
at [100]
see also
also Brown
JJ); see
Keane JJ);
(French CJ,
Kiefel, Bell
Bell and
and Keane
CJ, Kiefel,
(cf McCloy
McClov at
at [40]
[100]
[40] (French
(Kiefel
preventing certain
certain
of preventing
have the
the effect
law may
may have
That aa law
(Kiefel CJ,
Keane J)).
J). That
Bell and
and Keane
CJ, Bell
ffict of
30
30

political
purpose is
not legitimate.
legitimate.
is not
its overall
overall purpose
mean that
that its
not mean
political communication
does not
communication does
Indeed,
the integrity
integrity
that “maintaining
"maintaining the
plaintiff later
to accept
accept that
later appears
appears to
the plaintiff
Indeed, the

of
the
of the

Australian
(see PS[53)).
PS[53]).
aim (see
legitimate aim
is aa legitimate
system" is
political and
democratic system”
and democratic
Australian political
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26

Further
prevent the
the advancement
advancement
provisions do
not prevent
do not
impugned provisions
event, the
the impugned
in any
any event,
Further and
and in

$129/2020
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of
prevent the
the
not prevent
92.3 does
does not
Section 92.3
actors. Section
to foreign
foreign actors.
positions favourable
favourable to
policy positions
of policy
advancement
their
on their
or other
other organisations
organisations on
policy positions
positions by
by individuals
individuals or
of such
such policy
advancement of
own
prevent
not prevent
It does
does not
own behalf.
behalf. It
on their
their own
principals directly
directly on
by foreign
foreign principals
or by
own behalf,
behalf, or
the
provided that
such advancement
advancement
that such
cases, provided
policy positions
positions in
in other
other cases,
of policy
the advancement
advancement of

is
(s 92.3(1))
that
and that
means (s
92.3(l)) and
illegitimate means
otherwise illegitimate
or otherwise
covert, deceptive
deceptive or
not done
done by
by covert,
is not

(s 92.3(2))
the
target (s
92.3(2)) (see
to the
the target
principal is
is disclosed
disclosed to
foreign principal
to the
the foreign
the connection
connection to
or
DS[27],
manner or
only to
to the
the manner
apply only
by ss 92.3
92.3 apply
imposed by
restrictions imposed
The restrictions
DS[27], [38]).
[38]). The
circumstances
of
content of
restrict the
the content
provision does
does not
not restrict
the provision
communication; the
of any
any communication;
circumstances of
any
prevent the
advancement
the advancement
not prevent
and does
does not
communications and
any such
such communications

10
10

of
particular
of any
any particular

viewpoint.
viewpoint.
27.
27

The
The

plaintiff
be
pu{pose of
law should
should be
of the
the law
that the
the purpose
go so
far as
as claim
claim that
not go
so far
plaintiff does
does not

characterised
would
Any such
such argument
argument would
prevent such
communications. Any
such communications.
being to
to prevent
as being
characterised as
be
be

“forcefully
proscription of
of such
such
is no
no proscription
there is
fact that
that there
the fact
by the
denie[d]" by
"forcefully denie[d]”

communications
Edwards; Preston
just outlined
Preston vv
(cf Clubb
Clubb vv Edwards:
outlined (cf
in the
circumstances just
the circumstances
communications in

Avery
276 CLR
171; [2019] HCA
[257] and
(Nettle J)).
J)).
(Clubb) at
and [309]
atl257l
11 (Clubb)
HCA 11
CLF.tTt;l20r9l
Avery (2019)
[309] (Nettle
Q0t9)276
Question
proportionalitv
3 : proportionality
Question 3:

28.

28.

justified. ItIt is
Question
is
is justified.
restriction is
the restriction
to whether
whether the
directed to
terms, directed
is, in
in broad
broad terms,
Question 33 is,
convenient
tool
analytical tool
as an
an analytical
test adopted
adopted as
three-stage test
present case
to use
use the
the three-stage
case to
in the
the present
convenient in
by
parties in
submissions
in their
their submissions
the parties
by the
has been
been applied
applied by
which has
plurality in
in McCloy,
McCloy, which
by the
the plurality

20
20

(PS[47];
(PS [a7] ; DS[39]-[43]).
DS[3e]-[43]).

Suitability
Suitability

29.

29.

This
provision and
the
and the
impugned provision
the impugned
between the
connection between
rational connection
requires aa rational
This element
element requires
statute’s
JJ) and
and [281]
(Kiefel CJ,
Keane JJ)
Bell and
and Keane
CJ, Bell
pu{pose: Brown
at [132]-[133]
Brown at
statute's purpose:
[281]
U32l-ll33l (Kiefel

(Nettle
That simply
simply
JJ). That
and Keane
Keane JJ).
(French CJ,
Bell and
CJ, Kiefel,
Kiefel, Bell
(Nettle J);
at [80]
McCloy at
J); McCloy
[80] (French
requires
Comcare
purpose": 9Qnqgale
that purpose”:
of realising
realising that
must be
be “capable
"capable of
means chosen
chosen must
the means
requires that
that the
vv Banerji
Banerji (2019)
(Kiefel CJ,
Bell,
CJ, Bell,
(Banerii) at
at [33]
HCA 23
23 (Banerji)
(2019) 93
ALJR 900;
900; [2019]
93 ALJR
[33] (Kiefel
[2019] HCA

Keane
Nettle JJ).
JJ).
Keane and
and Nettle

30.

30.
30
30

Section
capable of
protecting Australia’s
sovereignty
Australia's sovereignty
purpose of
ofprotecting
the purpose
achieving the
iscapable
of achieving
92.3 is
Section 92.3
governmental
political or
by
or governmental
in Australia’s
Australia's political
interference in
foreign interference
the risk
risk of
of foreign
reducing the
by reducing
processes,
as
can be
be characterised
characterised as
terms can
in broad
broad terms
that in
conduct that
processes, by
by criminalising
criminalising conduct

foreign
(see DS[39]).
DS [39]).
interference (see
foreign interference
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Insofar
purpose, none
of
none of
provisions “overreach”
the purpose,
plaintiff argues
'ooverreach" the
argues that
that the
the provisions
as the
the plaintiff
Insofar as

$129/2020
S129/2020

the
plaintiff is
between
sever the
the connection
connection between
is sufficient
sufficient to
to sever
the plaintiff
identified by
by the
the matters
matters identified

the
plaintiff s
(even if
the plaintiff's
purpose (even
if itit is
is accepted
accepted that
that the
provisions and
and their
their purpose
the impugned
impugned provisions

interpretation
is that
that
plaintiff s core
core complaint
complaint is
The plaintiffs
is correct).
correct). The
the scope
scope of
of ss 92.3
92.3 is
of the
interpretation of
the
to, and
and
not necessarily
necessarily intended
intended to,
is not
which is
the offences
offences to
to conduct
conduct which
of the
the application
application of

may
purpose
any legitimate
legitimate purpose
overreaches any
foreign influence
influence overreaches
fact, bring
bring about
about any
any foreign
may not
not in
in fact,

(PS[50]-[52]).
above,
that, as
as discussed
discussed above,
fails to
recognise that,
to recognise
(PS[50]-[52]). However,
However, that
that complaint
complaint fails
the
on the
the basis
basis
foreign interference
interference on
provisions is
risk of
of foreign
is to
to reduce
reduce the
the risk
purpose of
of the
the provisions
the purpose

that
of
"overreach" of
no “overreach”
There is
is therefore
therefore no
inherently harmful.
harmful. There
is inherently
foreign interference
interference is
that foreign
that
inconsistent with
with
be inconsistent
need not
not specifically
specifically be
conduct need
purpose on
basis that
that the
the conduct
on the
the basis
that purpose

10
10

the
(PS[51]).
Australia (PS[51]).
interests of
of Australia
the interests
32.
32.

Other
pu{pose
the purpose
plaintiff are
consistent with
with the
similarly consistent
by the
the plaintiff
are similarly
of by
aspects complained
complained of
Other aspects

of
the law
the source
(see again
at
again at
source (see
regardless of
ofthe
interference, regardless
reduce all
all foreign
foreign interference,
law to
to reduce
ofthe
[11]
principal" includes
an international
intemational
includes an
"foreign principal”
of “foreign
That the
the definition
definition of
above). That
[11] above).

organisation
from any
any
is harmful
harmful from
interference is
(PS[51]) reflects
foreign interference
reflects the
the view
view that
that foreign
organisation (PS[51])
source.
principal in
is
in mind
mind is
particular foreign
foreign principal
need not
not have
have aa particular
offender need
That the
the offender
source. That

intended
has
who has
an individual
individual who
may assist
assist an
defendant may
situations where
where aa defendant
intended to
to cover
cover situations

identified
speciffing
official but
but without
without specifying
as a
a foreign
foreign official
the defendant
defendant as
to the
identified themselves
themselves to

which
provide assistance
may provide
assistance
or where
where aa defendant
defendant may
represent, or
foreign country
country they
they represent,
which foreign
knowing
(see the
Revised
principals (see
the Revised
multiple foreign
foreign principals
may assist
assist multiple
conduct may
knowing that
that their
their conduct

20
20

Explanatory
the
is consistent
with the
Again, that
that is
consistent with
Bill at
the EFI
EFI Bill
at [917]).
Memorandum to
to the
Explanatory Memorandum
[9I7)). Again,
purpose
purpose

of
and
the source
source and
whatever the
protecting against
foreign interference,
interference, whatever
against foreign
of protecting

regardless
foe.
an ally
ally or
or foe.
principal may
may be
considered an
be considered
the foreign
foreign principal
of whether
whether the
regardless of
33.
JJ.

Finally,
of recklessness
recklessness
fault element
element of
have aa fault
of the
the offence
offence have
extent that
that elements
elements of
Finally, to
to the
the extent
rather
its
law and
and its
between the
the law
connection between
not sever
sever the
the connection
does not
rather than
than intention,
intention, that
that does

purpose.
provision, but
but itit
of the
the provision,
the scope
scope of
recklessness broadens
broadens the
purpose. A
of recklessness
A fault
fault element
element of
does
purpose.
its purpose.
of achieving
achieving its
is no
no longer
longer capable
capable of
not mean
mean that
that ss 92.3
92.3 is
does not
be
noted
be noted

It
It may
may also
also

that
of
mere lack
lack of
beyond aa mere
in aa way
way that
that takes
takes itit beyond
is defined
defined in
recklessness is
that recklessness

prudence
purposes
for the
the purposes
example, for
(see ss 5.4
Code). For
For example,
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code).
prudence or
5.4 of
or caution
caution (see
30
30

of
92.3(2)(c), the
risk" that
that
"substantial risk”
of aa “substantial
must be
be aware
aware of
the offender
offender must
or ss92.3(2)(c),
of ss 92.3(1)(c)
92.3(l)(c) or
his
his or
or her
her conduct
conduct

will
govemmental
(relevantly) influence
influence aa governmental
will (relevantly)

process
process or
or the
the exercise
exercise

of
the
regard to
to the
risk having
having regard
to take
take that
that risk
power, and
must be
and itit must
be “unjustifiable”
"unjustifiable" to
of aa power,
circumstances
offender.
known to
to the
the offender.
circumstances known
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Necessity
Necessity

34.

34.

This
is
which is
alternative which
compelling alternative
and compelling
no “obvious
there be
be no
"obvious and
that there
requires that
This element
element requires

equally
which would
on the
the
lesser burden”
burden" on
"significantly lesser
in aa “significantly
result in
would result
practicable", and
andwhich
equally practicable”,

implied
JJ) and
and [194]
Keane and
and Nettle
Nettle JJ)
(Kiefel CJ,
Bell, Keane
CJ, Bell,
at [35]
Banerji at
freedom: Banerji
implied freedom:
[194]
[35] (Kiefel
the
(Edelman
of achieving
achieving the
means of
must be
be means
measures must
the alternative
alternative measures
(Edelman J).
J). Critically,
Critically, the

(Clubb at
at
same
extent (Clubb
or aa similar
similar extent
(Gageler J)),
same or
to the
the same
(Brown at
J)), to
at [139]
same object
object (Brown
[139] (Gageler
[479]
(Edelman J)).
J)).
$791(Edelman

35.

35.

plaintiff satisfy
those
None
satisff those
by the
the plaintiff
measures suggested
suggested by
alternative measures
the alternative
None of
of the
requirements.
requirements.

10
10

36.

»=36.

First,
is unclear
plaintiff
The plaintiff
alternative. The
plaintiff suggests
as an
an alternative.
suggests as
precisely the
the plaintiff
what precisely
unclear what
First, ititis
puts
"one
with “one
that conduct
conduct with
and suggests
suggests that
features and
alternative features
of alternative
puts forth
assortment of
forth an
an assortment
or
or more”
more"

of
(PS[53]). ItIt is
is unclear
unclear
be criminalised
criminalised (PS[53]).
features could
could be
specified features
of those
those specified

new
whether
an entirely
entirely new
92.3 with
with an
replace ss 92.3
to entirely
entirely replace
are intended
intended to
features are
these features
whether these
replace
and
to replace
is only
intended to
feature is
only intended
alternative feature
provision, or
each alternative
or whether
whether each
and different
different provision,
the
element
the corresponding
corresponding element

of
as the
the
insofar as
provision. For
For example,
example, insofar
of the
the existing
existing provision.

plaintiff
with
replaced with
be replaced
could be
of recklessness
recklessness could
element of
the fault
fault element
that the
plaintiff suggests
suggests that
“malicious
be
would be
this would
plaintiff s argument
argument this
the plaintiffs
whether on
on the
is unclear
unclear whether
intent", itit is
"malicious intent”,
sufficient
to other
other
be required
required to
also be
would also
changes would
other changes
or whether
whether other
for validity
validity or
sufficient for
elements
plaintiff s alternatives
alternatives
the plaintiff's
in DS[42],
DS[42], the
noted in
Further, as
as noted
the offence.
offence. Further,
of the
elements of
appear
to aspects
aspects
to be
be directed
directed to
appear to

20
20

of
In those
92.3(2).In
address ss 92.3(2).
fail to
to address
but fail
of ss 92.3(1),
92.3(l), but

and
circumstances,
as “obvious
"obvious and
described as
hardly be
be described
can hardly
plaintiff s alternative(s)
alternative(s) can
the plaintiffs
circumstances, the

compelling”.
compelling".
37.
37

.

Secondly,
plaintiff are
are not
not
proposed by
by the
the plaintiff
elements proposed
the alternative
alternative elements
in any
any event,
event, the
and in
Secondly, and

not
equally
92.3. ItIt is not
in ss 92.3.
purpose of
offences in
of the
the offences
legislative purpose
fulfilling the
the legislative
of fulfilling
capable of
equally capable
some other
sufficient
would achieve
achieve some
provisions that
that would
drafted provisions
more narrowly
naffowly drafted
identiff more
to identify
sufficient to

legitimate
means
may be
be other
other means
point that
there may
that there
the point
(cf PS[53]).
is itit to
to the
purpose (cf
PS[53]). Nor
Nor is
legitimate purpose

of
outlined
(cf PS[54]).
As outlined
PS[5a]). As
government (cf
representative government
system of
of representative
protecting the
the system
of protecting
the
above,
to achieve
achieve the
alternatives to
effective alternatives
are equally
equally effective
question is
there are
is whether
whether there
the question
above, the
same
analysis.
McCloy/Brown analysis.
of the
the McCloy/Brown
pulpose identified
first stage
stage of
at the
the first
identified at
same purpose
30
30
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38.

The
The

plaintiff
Australia's
harmful effect
effect upon
upon Australia’s
with aa harmful
plaintiff suggests
criminalising conduct
conduct with
suggests criminalising

$129/2020
S129/2020

interests.
Australia's
prove aa specific
harmful effect
effect upon
upon Australia’s
need to
to prove
specific harmful
However, the
the need
interests. However,

interests
protection against
foreign interference
interference
against foreign
in aa far
far narrower
narrower protection
would result
result in
interests would

- asas

—

already
foreign
proceeds on
all foreign
on the
the basis
basis that
that all
legislation proceeds
above, the
the legislation
discussed above,
already discussed

interference
plainly
interference plainly
of foreign
foreign interference
Further, the
the act
act of
harmful. Further,
interference is
is inherently
inherently harmful.
poses
or
intended outcome
outcome or
whether the
the intended
regardless whether
poses a
Australian sovereignty,
sovereignty, regardless
a threat
threat to
to Australian
any
harm eventuates;
eventuates; the
the
identifiable harm
any identifiable

protective
protective approach
approach

plaintiffs
the
fails to
recognise the
plaintifls argument
to recognise
argument fails

of
(Kiefel CJ,
Bell and
and
(cf Clubb
CJ, Bell
at [79]
legislation (cf
Clubb at
of the
the legislation
[79] (Kiefel

Keane
impracticable, and
and
prove identifiable
harm is
is also
also impracticable,
identifiable harm
to prove
Keane JJ).
JJ). A
A requirement
requirement to

therefore
harm
where any
any harm
in circumstances
circumstances where
foreign interference,
interference, in
less likely
likely to
to deter
deter foreign
therefore less

10
10

may
(SC[50]).
years or
decades (SC[50]).
for several
several years
or decades
may not
not materialise
materialise for
39.
39

Another
plaintiff is criminalising
with malicious
malicious
conduct with
uiminalising conduct
suggested by
by the
the plaintiffis
Another alternative
alternative suggested
intent,
there is
is already
already
overlooks that
that there
However, this
this overlooks
mere recklessness.
recklessness. However,
intent, rather
rather than
than mere
an
in
foreign interference
interference in
for intentional
intentional foreign
an offence
offence for

92.3 reflects
reflects aa
Section92.3
s 92.2.
92.2. Section
deliberate
reckless
of relevantly
relevantly reckless
parliamentary decision
criminalisation of
that the
the criminalisation
decision that
deliberate parliamentary
s

conduct
purpose (see
(see DS[42]).
DS[42]). Requiring
Requiring
the statutory
statutory purpose
required to
to achieve
aphieve the
was also
also required
conduct was

intention
the
of achieving
achieving the
not equally
equally capable
capable of
is therefore
therefore not
than recklessness
recklessness is
intention rather
rather than
legislative
purpose to
extent.
to the
the same
same extent.
legislative purpose
40.
40

o'genuinely under the
A
be “genuinely
under the
proposed alternative
offender to
to be
is to
to require
require the
the offender
alternative is
A further
further proposed

control
the
is intended
intended to
to replace
replace the
principal". It
that is
It is
is unclear
whether that
foreign principal”.
unclear whether
of aa foreign
control of

20
20

element
is
that element
element is
its entirety,
or whether
whether that
in its
entirety, or
in ss 92.3(1)(b)
92.3(1)(b) and
and ss 92.3(2)(b)
92.3(2)(b) in
element in

intended
for one
by ss 92.3(1)(b)
92.3(1)(b)
captured by
circumstances captured
one of
of the
the circumstances
only to
to be
be a
a substitute
substitutefor
intended only
and
principal.
of ' aa foreign
foreign principal.
(2)(b) —- that
in “on
behalf of”
the conduct
is engaged
engaged in
'oon behalf
that the
conduct is
and (2)(b)

If
If the
the

former,
in reducing
reducing
less effective
effective in
proposed alternative
to be
be less
would again
again appear
appear to
alternative would
former, the
the proposed

foreign
narrower scope.
scope.
because of
of its
its narrower
foreign interference
interference because
41.
4t.

Thirdly,
result in
in aa
plaintiff s alternatives
would result
alternatives would
is unclear
whether any
any of
of the
the plaintiff's
Thirdly, itit is
unclear whether

significantly
(as in
present case)
the burden
burden
in the
case) the
the present
freedom. Where
Where (as
lesser burden
burden on
on the
the freedom.
significantly lesser
on
is limited,
limited, itit
freedom is
on the
the freedom

will
plaintiff to
that any
any
to establish
establish that
for aa plaintiff
be difficult
difficult for
will be

available
while at
at
lesser burden
burden while
imposes aa significantly
significantly lesser
measures would
would imposes
alternative measures
available alternative
the
[64] (Kiefel,
(Kiefel, Bell
Keane JJ).
JJ).
Bell and
and Keane
at164l
efficacious: Clubb
Clubb at
time being
being equally
equally efficacious:
the same
same time

30
30

42.
42

To
that the
the
To the
the extent
extent that

plaintiff's
nalrower
proposed alternatives
involve aa narrower
plaintiffs proposed
altematives involve

proscription
would
provisions, itit is
not evident
that those
those alternatives
alternatives would
present provisions,
is not
evident that
proscription than
the present
than the
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the
The relationship
relationship between
between the
on the
the freedom.
freedom. The
lesser burden
burden on
significantly lesser
result in
in any
any significantly
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existing
and the
the
is unclear
unclear and
plaintiffs proposed
proposed alternatives
alternatives is
provisions and
and the
the plaintiff's
existing provisions

plaintiff
protected
of any
any protected
precision the
the scope
scope of
identified with
with any
any precision
plaintiff has
not identified
has not
communications
its
provisions but
not by
by its
but not
by the
the existing
existing provisions
would be
be caught
caught by
that would
communications that
proposed
plaintiff proposes
proposes criminalising
criminalising
while the
the plaintiff
For example,
example, while
proposed alternatives.
alternatives. For

conduct
"undue influence”,
influence", itit
means" or
or “undue
or dishonest
dishonest means”
involves “unconscionable
'ounconscionable or
conduct that
that involves
is
proscriptions and
the current
current
and the
between these
these proscriptions
difference between
whether the
the difference
is unclear
unclear whether

proscription
the
on the
lesser burden
burden on
in aa significantly
significantly lesser
result in
proscription is
this would
would result
is such
such that
that this
freedom.
the
kind falls
falls outside
outside the
given that
of this
this kind
much conduct
conduct of
particularly so
so given
that much
That is
is particularly
freedom. That

protection
in any
any event.
event.
protection of
freedom in
the implied
implied freedom
of the

10
10

Adequacy
balance
ofbalance
Adequacy of

43.

43.

The
The final
final element
element

of
the
burden against
against the
the burden
involves comparing
comparing the
analysis involves
of the
the analysis

importance
(French CJ,
CJ,
McCloy at
at [87]
purpose and
to be
be achieved:
achieved: McCloy
and the
the benefit
benefit to
importance of
of the
the purpose
[87] (French

Kiefel,
on
pu{pose does
not depend
depend on
does not
of the
the purpose
The importance
importance of
Keane JJ).
JJ). The
Bell and
and Keane
Kiefel, Bell
placed
“idiosyncratic
importance placed
give due
to the
the importance
preference" but
due weight
weight to
policy preference”
but must
must give
"idiosyncratic policy
on
(Edelman J).
Further, “[t]he
"[t]he
J). Further,
itself: Clubb
Clubb at
at [496]
purpose by
Parliament itself:
by Parliament
the purpose
on the
14961(Edelman

question
the
with whether
whether the
is not
not concerned
concerned with
in its
its balance’
balance' is
is ‘adequate
question whether
law is
'adequate in
whether aa law

law
Clubb at
at [69]
considerations": Clubb
between competing
competing considerations”:
ideal balance
balance between
some ideal
law strikes
strikes some
169l

(Kiefel
law will
unless
in its
its balance
balance unless
will be
be adequate
adequate in
Rather, aalaw
(Kiefel CJ,
Keane JJ).
JJ). Rather,
CJ, Bell
Bell and
and Keane
the
Clubb
grossly disproportionate:
or grossly
disproportionate: Clubb
excessive or
freedom is
is manifestly
manifestly excessive
the freedom
the burden
burden on
on the

20
20

at
[270] per Nettle
per Edelman
J).
Edelman J).
Nettle J;
J; [496]-[497]
(Kiefel CJ,
Keane JJ;
JJ;12701per
CJ, Bell
Bell and
and Keane
at [69]
V96l-[a97] per
169l (Kiefel

44.

44.

In
(see
provisions is
limited (see
is limited
impugned provisions
present case,
the impugned
imposed by
by the
any burden
burden imposed
case, any
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